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RCCE works to ‘support people
and places in rural Essex’. In
doing so, we pride ourselves on
our accessibility, always being
willing to support groups and
individuals in need in their own
community. The pandemic put a
stop to this very abruptly so for
well over a year now RCCE staff
have worked from home. This
has meant rethinking the way we
do things so we remain accessible
to those who need us albeit in a
virtual way.
Reflecting on the past sixteen
months, the evidence suggests
we have succeeded. Our
Community Agents, although no
longer able to do face–to-face
visits still supported more than
5,600 new clients in the year to
March 2021, an increase on the
previous year. Our Village Halls
service was refocused to help
halls cope with the consequences
of lockdown. Sue Gibson, our
Village Halls and Community
Buildings Adviser, has assiduously
provided member halls with
regular bulletins, including
information on sources of relief
funding. At the moment, we
are in discussions with Essex
County Council who are looking
to set up a new fund to help
community buildings operate
safely in a Covid-compliant way.

East of England. It was really
encouraging to see more than
350 delegates participate in a
series of virtual launch events
back in March and to see a string
of local authorities in Essex
pledge their support for the hub.
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From the Director

The spring saw the completion
of the Essex Rivers LEADER
programme. When we launched
this in 2015, it was our first
venture in delivering European
funding and Brexit means
there will be no more. By any
standards, the Essex Rivers
programme has been a huge
success, providing more than £1.6
million in investment to support
the growth of a diverse range of
rural businesses, and exceeding
its target in creating 74 new jobs.
The credit for this goes to our
LEADER team; Neil Harper, who
has now joined our Community
Engagement team, and Beverly
Davies, who managed the
programme very efficiently.
Beverly moved on in May and we
wish her every success in her new
role managing grants for Suffolk
County Council.

These words are written when
the Government is planning to
remove all Covid restrictions,
although with the rate of
infections rising steadily, the
future remains uncertain. We
Support for Neighbourhood
may see a gradual resumption of
Plans has similarly been
face-to-face contact. Certainly,
reconfigured with all training
we have delayed our AGM until
for groups provided virtually.
Wednesday 13th October, when
The response has been excellent
we hope to meet in person at
with more than 200 participants
Layer Marney Tower. Having
joining training sessions since the emphasised how much can be
onset of the pandemic.
achieved working virtually; it
Importantly, there has still been would be great to meet with
members and supporters again!
time for new ventures, notably
the launch of Eastern Community
Thank you for your support in
Homes, a new regional hub
these challenging times.
supporting community-led
housing, set up by the six Rural
Nick Shuttleworth,
Community Councils of the
Executive Director
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Berden Village Hall:
Fit for the 21st Century
The village of Berden has
a population of around 500
people; a little different from
the listing in the Domesday
Book when it had four villagers
and five smallholders.
It’s a peaceful village in the
north-west corner of Essex, on
the border with Hertfordshire.
The village hall was built
in 1907 and was originally a
Wesleyan Chapel, before being
used as a school for evacuees
in the Second World War, since
when it’s been used as the
village hall.
An extension was built in 1953
to house the kitchen and ladies’
toilet, and this was the last
time any major work had been
carried out.
The planning and fundraising
for the project to re-vamp
the hall started about 7 years
ago. In the summer of 2018
an entire new suite of toilets
was built. Summer 2019 saw
the installation of a new combi
boiler, fitted outside to free
up more kitchen space and
to comply with changes in
legislation, and other minor
building works. Then finally, last

“It would have been
a much trickier job
without RCCE’s support
and encouragement”
Sue Griffiths,
Berden Village Hall.

summer, the old kitchen was
gutted, the walls of the now
unused toilet were knocked
down, and a beautiful new
kitchen was fitted. This was the
one silver lining in the huge
Covid cloud: the village builder
could start work earlier than
agreed because the hall was
closed for bookings.
The whole project, from start
to finish, cost over £100,000. Of

this, nearly £40,000 was grant
money, £26,720 donations,
fundraising over £10,000, fete
contributions since 2014 nearly
£23,000 and a grant from the
Parish Council of £6500.
Sue Griffiths, representing
Berden Village Hall,
commented, “Throughout
this lengthy project, the team
at RCCE, and Sue Gibson in
particular, have been incredibly
helpful. Sue has suggested
funders, given advice on legal
issues, advised the trustees, and
generally been there for us with
support and help.”

“A truly amazing effort
for such a small village”
Sue Gibson, RCCE.
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Ever wondered what it would be like to really take control of the
housing that suits your local community? The time is now! Eastern
Community Homes www.easterncommunityhomes.com is a new,
independent, not-for-profit hub for the East of England, providing
essential support to community groups who wish to pursue
successful community-led housing (CLH) projects.
The hub aims to empower local communities and encourage
them to shape their place together. All six counties within the
hub (Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire and
Cambridgeshire) now have a Community Led Housing Advisor
in their region, who has undergone specific training which is
accredited by both Community Led Homes and the Chartered
Institute of Housing.

What is community-led housing?
Community – led housing is a growing movement of ordinary
people coming together to take control of development in their
communities. The strength of this movement led the government
to set up the Community Housing Fund for local authorities and
community organisations and although this fund is currently
closed, the legacy enabled communities to instigate meaningful
participation in housing development for the true
• The community is integrally involved throughout the 		
process in key decisions, such as what is provided, where 		
and for whom.
• The community benefits. The benefits of the scheme to 		
the local area and/or specific community group are clearly 		
defined and protected in perpetuity.
• The community has a long-term role in the ownership, 		
stewardship, or management of the homes.

Why would a community want to choose to embark on
such a project?
The diversity of these models presents a real opportunity
for ordinary local people to come together, identify their own
need and deliver homes and other assets which benefit their
particular community. There are many reasons why groups are
set up; for example, a lack of suitable affordable homes in the
area or bringing empty buildings back into use. They can also be
referenced as an aspiration in a neighbourhood plan to allow local
people to take control of how housing is delivered.

“Anyone can start,
volunteer and deliver a
community led housing
project. You don’t need
to work in housing, you
don’t need a degree in
architecture, you don’t
need to be a builder.
If you think a change is
needed, you can lead
that change.”
Community Led Homes
There are various models
associated with communityled housing which can offer a
flexible and blended approach.
• Self-build and custom-build
		 housing.
• Co-operatives, ‘mutual’ and
		 tenant management bodies
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Do Housing Differently! For People
Creating Housing Together.

• Community land trusts (CLT)
		 and development trusts
• Self-help housing and
		 empty dwellings
• Co-housing neighbourhoods
• Eco-housing ‘low-impact’ 		
		 settlements and ecovillages
• Almshouses and charities
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There are hundreds of
inspirational examples of
community-led housing in
urban as well as rural settings
across the country and the Hub
will support the growth of
projects in the towns and cities
across the Eastern region.
We already have some
fantastic examples of
Community Led Housing in the
East with some more advanced
than others.
The Community Led
Housing Advisor for Essex,
Laura Atkinson (RCCE’s Rural
Housing Enabler) will work with
budding and more established
community groups, housing
providers, Local Authorities
and other partners to develop
new community led housing
solutions, such as CLTs, cohousing, cooperatives and selfbuild schemes.

Peek Close,
Lavenham
Community Land
Trust (CLT), Suffolk
Following strong
evidence of need for
more local affordable
housing in Lavenham
Photo credit: Bryan Panton
Parish Neighbourhood
Plan, an aspiration for
a Community Land Trust was included and the community
decided to come together to set one up. Working close with
Babergh District Council and in partnership with Hastoe
Housing Association, an old gritting site was transformed into
18 one, two and three bed affordable properties. These homes
are prioritised for local people in perpetuity and fully managed
by Hastoe. The CLT receives ground rent each year to cover
their running costs. The CLT trustees and around 50 members,
were integrally involved in all aspects of building these new
homes, including what they are, where they are and how they
look. Lavenham School and a local artist also came together
to design a piece of public art to commemorate the scheme.
All the homes were occupied by those with a local connection by
October 2019. http://lavenhamclt.onesuffolk.net/

Marmalade Lane
Co-housing
Community,
Cambridgeshire

“I look forward to working
with urban or rural community
groups, from inception to
completion. Our vision is to
empower communities to
understand their options and
achieve their aspirations. The
support I provide includes
running workshops, advising
on funding and finance,
undertaking housing needs
surveys and working with
neighbourhood plan groups.
Working as part of Eastern
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Inspired to create
a co-housing scheme
following a visit to the
Vauban neighbourhood
Photo credit: David Butler
in Germany,
Cambridgeshire District
Council and a group of potential residents came together
around this potential opportunity and formed Cambridge
Cohousing Limited. An intentional community of 42 homes
was developed around a central shared space, facilities such
as a common house and a car free street, enabling residents
to integrate and socialise safely and freely. To ensure the
community remains fairly owned and run by those that live in
it, all owners of properties become a member of Cambridge
Cohousing Limited. This ensures all owners have equal
weighting in decision making. Each member owns the freehold
of their house (for apartments this is a 999-year leasehold)
meaning that through Cambridge Cohousing each member has
joint ownership of the freehold of the development. This is a
common set-up for developments with shared resources such
as cohousing schemes. All homes are occupied and there is now a
waiting list for new residents. https://marmaladelane.co.uk/

For further information,
detailed case studies and
guidance with regards to
community-led housing or other
types of affordable housing
in Essex, please contact Laura
Atkinson, Rural Housing Enabler
& Community Led Housing
Advisor, Rural Community
Council of Essex, on laura.
atkinson@essexrcc.org.uk or
01376 574330.
If you wish to be kept up to date with Eastern Community Homes, please visit the website
for more information: https://easterncommunityhomes.com/

Thank You Martin and Brian
Two members of staff who
have had a big impact on RCCE’s
development over the past
decade are retiring from the
organisation.
Martin Woodrow, who will
leave at the
end of August,
joined RCCE
as Finance and
Administration
Manager in
June 2010, with
responsibility
for financial
management,
human resources and the office
premises at Threshelfords
Business Park. As a highly
experienced accountant,
Martin’s financial expertise and
acumen have been particularly
instrumental in ensuring the
organisation’s stability over
the past 11 years as well as
giving it the confidence to
take on and make a success

of the management of much
larger scale projects such as
Community Agents Essex and
Essex Rivers LEADER. Martin
also led RCCE’s successful
accreditation at the highest
level of the ACRE Quality
Standard for Rural Community
Councils.
Brian Goodwin,
who will retire
in September,
joined a year
earlier in August
2009, when he
was appointed to
set up the new
Village Agents
service which was to run as a
pilot in Braintree, Chelmsford
and Maldon districts. Brian’s
drive, enthusiasm and
leadership played a key part in
the success of the pilot project
and led directly to Essex County
Council’s decision to fund the
much larger and longer-term

Community Agents Essex
service, which over the past
seven years has helped many
thousands of vulnerable older
people across the county to
continue living independently
and safely in their own homes.
Brian was due to retire at the
end of March 2020,
but agreed to stay
on as project lead for
Community Agents for
a further three months
in response to the onset
of the coronavirus
pandemic. For the past
year, he has continued
to support Community
Agents as a data analyst.
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Community Homes also
ensures the residents of Essex
have access to a wide range
of expert technical support.
Community Led development
can also lead to community
enterprises, which re-invest
surpluses locally, it doesn’t just
have to stop at housing!”

Martin and Brian have been
popular and highly respected
members of the RCCE team who
will be greatly missed by staff
colleagues and trustees alike.
We extend all best wishes to
both of them for the future.
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Eastern Region Village Halls
Conference – an exciting new venue
The Eastern Region Village
Hall Conference, held on
25th January, was really
well supported across Essex,
Cambridgeshire, Suffolk,
Norfolk, Bedfordshire and
Hertfordshire, and our
colleagues at Suffolk CAS
worked wonders managing the
programme and technology. For
the very first time, this event
was held online because of the
Covid-19 lockdown.
Lord Gardiner of Kimble,
Parliamentary Under Secretary
of State (Minister for Rural
Affairs and Biosecurity), a
notable supporter of village
halls who has made an address
at each of the Village Halls
weeks, gave the opening
address. Lord Gardiner took the
opportunity to thank volunteers
for their time and expertise in
managing village halls and how,
whether halls were open or
closed, volunteers had had to
make many difficult decisions
over the past year and without
them and their contribution
village life would have suffered.
He went on to say,
“There are many reasons
to celebrate our village halls,
but none would be possible
without the timeless works
of those who run them and I
would really want to recognise
that as strongly as I can
express, especially this year”.
National Village Halls
Week 2021 was then
officially launched by Richard
Quallington and Deborah
Clarke from ACRE, who
reflected on the resilience
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demonstrated by the volunteers
who manage these important
community buildings.
Richard Quallington
highlighted ‘the 80,000+
volunteers who make it possible
for these local assets to provide
safe, welcoming spaces – spaces
that build and sustain local
relationships and which provide
the bedrock for local action
and mutual aid – civil society
enacted and at its best’.
Delegates had a choice of ten
workshops to join, including
‘Business Planning and Reserves’
led by Jan Stobart from
RCCE, ‘Social Prescribing and
Networking for Village Halls’,
‘Understanding how Charity
Land is held’, and ‘Climate
Action Now, and for the Future’
which was presented by ECC.

National Village Halls
Week 2021
This was a slightly lower key
event this year, but with plenty
of opportunities to join various
events and talks being run
online by ACRE.
These included a chance
for people to share stories
and experiences of managing

halls through the pandemic
- from fitness activities to
shops, pubs, schools and wifi hubs, performance and
entertainment.
One of the most popular
events, and a chance to get
involved, is the call for village
hall trustees to enter their hall
into the Village Hall ‘Domesday
Book’.
This is a creative initiative
from ACRE for this years’
National Village Halls Week
and will provide an historic
record of village halls across the
country.
The Domesday Book is
a colourful record, so far
featuring 500+ village halls
whose volunteer custodians
have taken time to explain their
charity’s history, their response
to the pandemic, and hopes for
reopening and supporting their
community in the future.

It’s still possible to enter
your hall into the Domesday
Book: please visit the ACRE
website (www.acre.org.uk)
to enter your details.

Do you know how best to
get rid of your unwanted items
and waste? The Love Essex
website (www.loveessex.org)
has a new search tool. You
can’t miss it – it’s at the top of
the page. All you need to do is
type in an item and then enter
your postcode. Once you click

‘search’ you will have all the
options to dispose of that item,
with the most environmentally
friendly options at the top of
the list.
More and more people in
Essex are using this to get rid of

their unwanted items the right
way. So why not try today?

SUBSCRIBE TO THE LOVE ESSEX
E-NEWSLETTER AND SAVE MONEY
Do you want to protect the planet and save
yourself some money?
Then sign up to the Love Essex e-newsletter
and be the first to hear top tips on how best
to recycle and reduce your waste, how to use
up leftover food, grab a bargain on Freegle
and enter our latest competitions to win great
eco products. Over 15,000 residents are already
signed up – why not join them?

Start composting at home today
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New way to get rid of your waste

Although it’s cold outside, this is a great time of year to start
composting at home. All you need to do is start with some soil
or unwanted annual plants, then simply add a mixture of wet
and dry materials consistently over the next few months. Follow
the step-by-step guide at www.loveessex.org so that when
spring arrives and the temperatures increases, the creatures
will be working hard to turn your food and garden waste into
quality soil improver. Buy a low-cost compost bin today from
www.getcomposting.com to get started.
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Essex Police – Update on the Rural
Engagement Team

The Rural Engagement Team (RET) continues to support rural communities in Essex and
are looking forward to being able to engage in meetings and events, in person, as soon
as it’s safe to do so. This will include arranging visits to parish and community halls so we
can meet on Saturday mornings with our rural residents and listen to, and act upon, any
concerns you may have. This will be an invaluable way for us to work together, so please,
come along when you can.

We know that the illegal
hunting of hares with dogs,
also known as hare coursing,
continues to be a cause for
concern in our county. It is
illegal to trespass on land in
the pursuit of game and the
individuals who engage in this
cruel activity do so for sport.
They generally have little
regard for wildlife or the land
on which they trespass and
have, on occasion, been hostile
toward the landowners.
If you see hare coursing
taking place, please call 999
immediately or, if you know
someone who has organised
a hare coursing event, call
101 and ask for the Rural
Engagement Team.
As we continue to work with
our partners and neighbouring
police forces to ensure that we
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are doing everything possible
to bring offenders of rural
crimes to justice, Crimestoppers
have launched a new antihare coursing campaign
to support us in that aim.
You can read about it here
https://crimestoppers-uk.org/
campaigns-media/campaigns/
essex-hare-coursing.
Those who follow us on
Twitter @EP_RURAL see how
we police the county daily and
where we showcase some of
our good work to our 4,000 plus
followers.
We patrol our roads and
carry out routine policing
activities; we want to make sure
that people who drive heavy
machinery are suitably trained
and that vans full of waste are
on their way to the tip as fly
tipping leaves our beautiful

county looking ugly. We ask
those who transport waste
do not set off in their vehicle
if they do not have a waste
carrier licence and we expect
them to follow the rules in
relation to the transportation
of waste. We are supported by
the Environment Agency and
local authorities in this matter
to bring together our combined
powers to deal with fly tipping.
Don’t be surprised if you see
one of the team in your village,
as we make sure that everyone
is safe from speeding motorists.
You can still come and say
hello, just remember to be
socially distanced.
Take care, be safe and protect
our NHS.

Village Hall Insurance and the home of VillageGuard

We don’t just care for Village Halls, we care about Village Halls

CONTACT US FOR A QUOTATION
Tel: 01937 845245
Web: www.villageguard.com
Email: insurance@alliedwestminster.com
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Allied Westminster

For details and terms of our FREE Property
Valuation service, visit www.villagehallsurvey.com
Allied Westminster is the principal supporter of ACRE’s advice service for Village Halls
VillageGuard is available exclusively from Allied Westminster (Insurance Services) Ltd
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) - Registration Number 308386
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Essex Rivers LEADER– Rural Grants
Programme 2015-2020
The LEADER grants programme is a community-led scheme providing funding for projects in
England which help businesses and rural communities to grow and develop the rural economy.
The 2015-2020 Essex Rivers LEADER scheme, one of four covering rural Essex was administered by
Rural Community Council of Essex. The programme worked alongside 78 other LEADER groups across
the country, directed at a national level by the Rural Payments Agency (RPA) and funded by the
European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD).
A Local Action Group (LAG) made up of volunteers representing the private, public and third sectors,
led the strategic direction and decision making of the programme locally.
The LEADER programme has now completed, with £1.6 million having been provided in grants to 30
rural businesses in the area covered by the Essex Rivers team. This funding has in turn levered in over 3
million euros in additional funding for the area. Incredibly, 74 new jobs were created by these grants,
exceeding the target of 67 set for us at the start of the programme.

CASE STUDY:
Danbury Ridge Wine Estate
This project was our largest
grant, receiving over £160,000
towards a brand new winery
in Danbury, just outside
Chelmsford.
Danbury Ridge was founded
by two generations of the
Bunker family: Michael and
Heather Bunker and, their
daughters Janine and Sophie.
While walking with friends on
their estate, it was suggested
that some of the agricultural
land owned by the Bunker
family may prove an ideal
location for growing vines. The
fields had long been scorned
by local farmers for being lean
and arid and so, following their
passion for growing and talent
for identifying opportunities,
the family commissioned a
detailed feasibility study.
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The first vines were planted
in 2014 and after just a few
seasons, the vines were
producing grapes of a ripeness
previously unseen in the UK.

the family decided to grow
their ambition further and
commenced construction of
one of the most well-equipped
wineries in Europe.

Inspired by the possibility
of what could be achieved
with expert advice, capital
investment and patience

Sustainability
As a family business, Danbury
Ridge want to provide a legacy;

something that is sustainable,
that the next generation can
take pride in and an asset that
will support their children’s
children. It is these principles
that shape not only the way
that they do business but also
the way that they interact with
the environment.
In 2020, Danbury Ridge
took the decision to remove
herbicide use across their
vineyards and now use
mechanical weeding in the
growing season and a local
flock of 25 Suffolk and Mule
sheep over the winter. The
sheep graze the vineyards,
keeping the grass short and
removing weeds without
compacting the earth or
harming the vines.
The Danbury Ridge winery
has been designed to be energy
efficient and to generate its
own electricity through solar
panels situated on the south
side of the building. They have
created a thermal envelope or
‘above ground cellar’ in which
to age the wines. This unique
design negates the need for
any powered climate control
systems.

‘Reduce, Reuse and Recycle’
is an important part of the
winery ethos. Winery effluent is
converted into drinking water
through a series of ecologically
balanced wetland cells and
returned to the natural
waterways. Light sensors mean
that only the working area is
illuminated, so that energy
is not wasted. They recycle
everything that is no longer
required and cannot be reused.

Estate
As long-term supporters
of The Woodland Trust,
Danbury Ridge understand the
importance of trees and their
impact on local wildlife and the
environment. Over the years,
they have planted 8,000 new
trees on the estate including
a registered wood as part of
the Jubilee Project by The
Woodland Trust to mark the
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee.

deer fencing which not only
protects the precious vines but
also means that the local herd
of Fallow deer do not harm
themselves on trellising and
wires.

The Wine
Jancis Robinson OBE is a
British wine critic who writes a
weekly column for the Financial
Times and provides advice
for the wine cellar of Queen
Elizabeth II, is effusive in her
praise of Danbury Ridge Wines,
while John Mobbs from Great
British Wine calls the winery
a “game-changer, not just for
Essex, but for the English wine
industry as a whole.”
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REDUCE
REUSE &
RECYCLE

They have also created a
naturally fed 6 million litre
reservoir on the estate to supply
a vine irrigation system. Each
year this large body of water
becomes home to breeding
flocks of Canada and Graylag
geese. All the vineyards have
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ESSEX WELCOMES ITS
NEW HIGH SHERIFF
Rural Community Council of
Essex is delighted to welcome
one of its trustees, Simon Brice,
to the role of High Sheriff of
Essex, and to see that Simon is
setting out on his year not only
with a true sense of resolve,
but also a sense of humour.
Taking on the role, which
dates back to Anglo Saxon
times, is “an honour” says
Simon, a farmer, who is proud
to be an Essex man, born and
bred.
He has become the 841st
High Sheriff of Essex and is
determined to make current
day issues, including domestic
abuse, modern slavery, county
lines, mental health and rural
crime his priorities in his year of
office.
“It is a challenge to plan the
year ahead, as there are still
some uncertainties around
Covid restrictions, but I am
looking forward to getting
out and meeting people face
to face as much as I can,” said
Simon.
“The voluntary and charity
sector and our excellent police,
fire and ambulance services, as
well as Essex County Council,
the unitary authorities and
District Councils, have all
stepped up to the mark over
the past difficult year.
“They all deserve thanks and
support as they continue to do
a tremendous job to serve the
county. I think as High Sheriff it
is possible to see things behind
the scenes that others don’t
have the chance to see. I could
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be having a discussion with a
High Court judge one day, then
talking to someone addicted to
drugs or a victim of domestic
abuse the following day.
“A High Sheriff does not have
political allegiance, which I
think is important, as people
feel they can speak freely in
these circumstances. I will be
there to give support, to make
connections, perhaps open
doors and to jolly or cajole
where necessary. Even when
dealing with difficult issues, I
will be doing it with a smile.
“Coming from a family who
have farmed near Witham
for five generations, we have
seen many changes over the
years and, just as farming has
evolved, Essex will continue
to change and adapt as we
slowly come out of the Covid
pandemic.

“I am looking forward
to working with Essex
Community Foundation (ECF)
who look after the High
Sheriffs’ Fund, which gives
grants to causes tackling
crime and promoting
community safety.
“I hope to be able to raise
money to add to this fund
during the year and as ECF runs
the ‘Proceeds of Crime Matched
Funding Scheme’ thanks to
the support of Essex Police,
all donations I receive will
be matched on a 2 to 1 basis.
This means that for every £2
received ECF will add £1, and if
Gift Aid can be claimed it nearly

Simon Brice High Sheriff
of Essex

doubles the value of donations.
“It is humbling when you
hear how grants from the fund
can make a difference to vital
volunteer and charity groups
and how a little can go a long
way in providing help. I am
also looking forward to linking
with ECF for the High Sheriff’s
awards which do a great job
towards boosting morale and
recognising the excellent work
of many organisations in the
county.”
Simon has a busy year ahead
and he and his wife Emma
are planning to hold a garden
party in aid of the High Sheriffs’
Fund in September, the same
month as their daughter Lucy’s
wedding. Their son Oliver is
playing an increasing role in
running the family’s businesses,
allowing Simon more time for
his duties as High Sheriff.
“Essex is a remarkable and
diverse county, faced with many
challenges and I look forward
to supporting and working with
great people throughout the
county in my year of office,”
said Simon.
This article was originally
featured on the Essex
Community Foundation
website, April 2021.

Eastern Community Homes is an independent not-for-profit
hub for the East of England, which provides essential support to
community groups who wish to pursue successful communityled housing (CLH) projects. The hub looks to empower local
communities and encourage them to shape their place together. All six counties
within the hub (Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire and Cambridgeshire) now have
a Community Led Housing Advisor in their region, who has undergone specific training which is
accredited by both Community Led Homes and the Chartered Institute of Housing.
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RCCE’s Community-Led Housing Advisor for Essex
within New Eastern Community Homes Hub

The Community Led Housing Advisor for Essex, Laura Atkinson (RCCE’s Rural Housing Enabler) will
work with budding and more established community groups, housing providers, Local Authorities and
other partners to develop new community led housing solutions, such as CLTs, co-housing, cooperatives
and self-build schemes. She will work with groups (urban or rural) from inception to completion
to ensure the expertise and experience in the region and nationally can support communities to
overcome challenges and help them achieve their ambitions. This work will include running workshops,
advising on funding and finance, undertaking housing needs surveys, working with neighbourhood
plan groups and enabling access to a wide range of technical support.
There are various models associated with community-led housing which can offer a flexible and
blended approach;

The diversity of these models presents a real opportunity for ordinary local people to come together,
identify their own need and deliver homes and other assets which benefit their particular community.
There are many reasons why groups are set up; for example a lack of suitable affordable homes in
the area or bringing empty buildings back into use. They can also be referenced as an aspiration in a
neighbourhood plan to allow local people to take control of how housing is delivered.
For further information, case studies and guidance with regards to
community-led housing or other types of affordable housing in Essex, please
contact Laura Atkinson, Rural Housing Enabler, Rural Community Council of
Essex, on laura.atkinson@essexrcc.org.uk or 01376 574330.
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Langley Community Hall

Langley is a small village
positioned in north-west
Essex with a population of
approximately 300. Following
consultation, the Trustees
achieved planning permission
to build a combined community
hall and sports pavilion as a
replacement for the existing
hall built in the 1980s. Initially
the plan was for the project to
be predominantly constructed
by the residents of Langley, with
low running and maintenance
costs so not to burden future
generations. To be financially
viable the centre would not
be reliant on commercial and
large private functions but
encourage local activities to
benefit the community. Overall,
the Trustees aimed for a vibrant
sustainable facility to be at
the heart of Langley providing
local opportunities to socialise,
keep-fit, and learn, fostering a
community that befriends and
cares for each other.
The Trustees proposal for the
new community hall and sports
pavilion included constructing
a sustainable facility with
adaptable space, changing
rooms for sports activities, a
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kitchen, modern toilets, storage
for equipment, hearing loop,
sight and sound projection.
By using quality insulation,
air source heating, photo
voltaic roof panels and noise
reduction methods all helps the
environment and the start of
being carbon neutral.
In the Autumn of 2018
competitive tenders were
sought for the building project
from three local building
companies based on the
approved drawings. Tenders for
a complete build ranged from
£416k to £428k, but Trustees
calculated build costs to be
£219k - £230k. The Trustees
agreed to undertake a ‘selfbuild‘ project and the Principal
Contractor, Pelham Structures
Ltd, based in Langley agreed to
train and manage volunteers,
so that residents could work on
site and costs could be reduced.
Generous pledges from local
businesses for materials and
labour and from residents who
volunteered their time, hard
work and talents helped with
cost reduction. Construction
commenced in May 2019 with
the team confident of having

a waterproof shell by August.
This was achieved supported
by skilled and unskilled local
volunteers and successful
fundraising. It was almost
completed prior to the onset
of the pandemic, which slowed
down both fundraising activities
and the availability of labour
for completing the project. The
total build cost was £219k.
Local support was essential
and appreciated throughout
the building process with local
sub-contractors employed
wherever possible to undertake
work. Many residents and their
friends volunteered to work
on site, supplying about 350
days free labour by painting,
woodworking, digging,
assembling the new floor and
putting in the kitchen and
much more. Also, importantly,
six local firms contributed
around 80 days of free skilled
labour. The donations of
time, labour and professional
services including donations
of construction materials or
reduced in price were vital to
the project completion.

Since early Spring 2019
the Trustees raised a total of
£178,526 to fund the build
programme. Grants totalling
£148,536 were a major
contribution to the funds,
enabling the build to progress
successfully. The Trustees were
very grateful to all the grant
funders for their generosity and
timely response, the majority
of whom were Essex based,
without these the project would
not have been accomplished.
The largest single grant of £55k
was from the National Lottery.
Local fundraising raised an
amazing £30k through events,
gifts, donations, 100 Club and
HMRC Gift Aid, before March
2020 and £35K the previous
year. The total funds raised
were approximately £219k.

Whilst maintaining Covid-19
restrictions, the Trustees
continued to manage the
project build, including
applying for grants, which
ultimately allowed for the
build to be completed by July
2020. Practical completion
was attained in November
2020 only 18 months after the
project started, the old hall was
also demolished to allow for
additional parking. Covid-19
has impacted on the progress,
particularly with the availability
of workers and volunteers.
The new Centre was ready and
waiting but with restrictions
in place, opening has been
delayed.
With lower costs the
community will be able to
keep hire rates low and offer
discounted prices to attract
activities that will enhance the
lives of residents, particularly

those most vulnerable. Subtle
changes have also been made
following feedback from
residents to reduce any noise
and light emissions.
The Trustees have realised
their ambition, a fit-for-purpose
Community Hall and Sports
Pavilion situated on the village
green. The Trustees plan is
to re-start the activities such
as Yoga, Pilates and the longawaited Langley Lunches for
the Elderly, in line with Covid19
guidance. This ambition will
only be fully realised when
restrictions have ended.
The whole community can
all celebrate together with
activities re-established for
everyone to enjoy.

Well done to the whole
Langley community!
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The Queen's Award for Voluntary
Service is for exceptional groups
of volunteers who are making a
positive impact in their
community and benefiting
others through their work. We are
looking for volunteers who have
taken the initiative to create,
lead and drive forward the work
of their organisation and are doing
this in a way that is truly
distinctive and excellent.

Nominations for The Queen’s
Award for Voluntary Service
2022 open on 1st April 2021
and close on 15th September
2021.
Nominations must be submitted
using the online form at:
https://qavs.culture.gov.uk/

Cymer Afan Community Library

The nomination form and letters
of support must not be written or
submitted by a volunteer,
employee, trustee or anyone
involved with the running of the
group.
The Awards are published on
2nd June, the anniversary of
Her Majesty's coronation.

queensaward@dcms.gov.uk
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Sollus School of Highland Dance

020 7271 6206

✓ The group must be made up of three or

more people.

✓ The group must be based in the UK,
✓
Flamingo Chicks

✓
✓

✓

Wonderfully Made Woman

✓

X

Friends of Telford Town Park

Channel Islands or Isle of Man.
The group must have been operating for
at least three years.
It must provide a specific local benefit.
QAVS is not intended for national
organisations. However, an individual
branch that serves a local community
can be nominated.
We are looking for evidence that the
volunteers are initiating and managing
the group’s work. We would expect the
group to have more volunteers than paid
staff.
More than half the group's volunteers
must have the right of residence in the
UK.
Groups operating solely for the benefit of
animals are not eligible.

For detailed requirements and more
information about groups that are
branches of national organisations, based
in statutory settings, fundraising and/or
grant giving visit:
https://qavs.culture.gov.uk/guidance-notes
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Eligibility Requirements

Nelson’s Journey Youth Panel and Young Volunteers

queensaward@dcms.gov.uk

020 7271 6206
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Acoustics in Community Halls
We would never be expected to read in a room without light, nor use a hall with no heating, yet
activities often take place in spaces that make the sound of our voices or music blurred and difficult
to understand.
This is due to poor acoustics.
Poor acoustics in community
halls have a direct and negative
effect on those present. People
raise their voices to be heard,
participants struggle to hear,
children just shout louder,
while the elderly become less
involved.
Stress, frustration and
isolation are the common
outcomes of poor acoustics.

The evidence is unanimous and
irrefutable. So profound is it,
that for schools the government
impose strict minimum acoustic
criteria to ensure that they
are fully fit for purpose.
Village and community halls
play very similar roles to
schools – teaching, drama,
lectures, demonstrations and
entertainment, but are not
obliged to meet any specific
standards.

Having to raise your voice
is tiring. You lose expression
and dynamics and become
less commanding. Children
miss words and cannot fill the
gaps so lose the thread and
disengage.
Music loses definition and
nuance, comedy misses the
punchline and the elderly have
to lip read.

Acoustic treatment of a
community hall in Hitchin,
Hertfordshire

Do any of these situations sound familiar?
• Sound systems that no matter how much you turn them up don’t get any clearer.
• Halls that become a cacophony when full of people, everyone talking louder to overcome the 		
noise of others, which only makes it worse.
• People complaining that they struggle to hear clearly, particularly towards the back of the room.
• The elderly complaining that they cannot hear clearly.
If so, you probably have an
acoustic problem!

What are the solutions?
The solution is to add surfaces
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around the room that are
acoustically absorbent. That
means that they are good at
converting acoustic ‘kinetic’
energy into heat, which reduces

reverberation. Where to get
them, how much of them, what
type, and where to put them
are all questions that can be
answered by a professional,

be recognised as a fundamental
prerequisite of multi-purpose
spaces.

Yes, there are costs involved
and there is always something
more urgent to spend budget
on, but alongside lighting and
heating, good acoustics should

There are not many
investments that are
guaranteed to benefit every
single user of a community
hall, forever. It will never

wear out, never break down,
and never need replacing. It
will quietly serve, reducing
stress, frustration and isolation,
making learning more effective,
meetings more productive, and
fun more fun.

What are room acoustics?
Room Acoustics describe how sound propagates in a closed space. Consider these four facts:
• For the spoken word to be comfortably heard it should be significantly above background noise.
• Once a sound is made it will naturally get quieter further from the source.
• Until it is absorbed by artefacts in the room it will bounce around the space, causing you to
re-hear it many times, milliseconds apart. This is called reverberation. It smears the sound, and
the brain struggles to distinguish the primary and reverberant information.
• There is background noise in all rooms, sounds from outside, the hum of a heater, the mere
shuffling of those present, but reverberation adds another layer of unwanted noise which if you
try to combat by speaking louder, itself increases, in a cycle that cannot be beaten.
Author
Ross Sharples AMIOA AMISCE,
Director, Rossco - AV Sound & Design | Acoustics
www.rossco.co.uk
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and you will be surprised at
the wide variety of solutions to
choose from.
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Superfast Article
STORY 1: Superfast vs ultrafast broadband:
what’s the difference?
From superfast and ultrafast,
to gigabit and full fibre…
there are a lot of phrases that
get thrown around in the
broadband world, but what do
they all mean? Superfast Essex
explains all…
Superfast broadband – also
known as fibre-to-the-cabinet
(FTTC), offering speeds of at
least 30Mbps. This is a part
fibre, part copper connection
based on FTTC technology. It
works by running fibre optic
cables from the telephone
exchange to ‘street cabinets’
– those green boxes you may
have seen on your street. From
there, existing copper wires
connect broadband to your
home.
Ultrafast broadband – also
known as full fibre, gigabitcapable, or FTTP, offering you
speeds of 1Gbps. This is a full

fibre connection, free from all
copper, which uses fibre-tothe-premises or home (FTTP)
technology to run fibre optic
cables for the entire journey
from the telephone exchange
to your home.

Superfast Essex will be
deploying ultrafast, gigabitcapable networks for most
of its remaining rollout, in
line with the government’s
ambition for 85% of UK homes
and businesses to have access
to full fibre by 2025.

To find out more about full fibre broadband, visit:
www.superfastessex.org/fullfibre

STORY 2: Benefiting lives with full fibre broadband!
The Superfast Essex rollout
is bringing fibre connectivity
to people in some of the most
rural, hard-to-reach locations
in the county.
This includes PhD student
Tom Charman, who
desperately needed internet
access to complete the final
year of his studies.
After 18 months of living in
Switzerland as part of his PhD,
Tom moved back to his family
home in Needham Green, near
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Hatfield Broad Oak, at the
beginning of March 2020.
He’d planned to spend
the next year commuting to
his university in London, to
complete his research. But not
long after, the first national
lockdown began and Tom
found himself grappling with
an internet connection so bad,
he could hardly get anything
done.
In the end, Tom’s internet
proved to be so unreliable,

When he discovered
network operator Gigaclear
was laying fibre optic
cables in his area as part of
Superfast Essex’s full fibre
rollout, he was delighted.
From there, the rollout
moved swiftly and, as
well as signing his own
household up for a full
fibre package, Tom helped
others in his community
switch over to a faster
service.
Getting access to full fibre
has dramatically changed
how Tom is able to work.
“I can do everything now! I
can participate in meetings
and give a presentation and
not worry about getting
cut off halfway through or
people not being able to
hear me properly,” he says.
“It’s a huge weight off
my shoulders because I was
even considering moving.
Now I can go all in on
hunkering down here until
I finish my PhD.”
Better connectivity means
that Tom’s been able to
keep in touch with friends
a lot easier too. And, as
there’s no limit on how
many devices can be used
at once, he’s able to stream
content at the same time as
his family members.
“I still find it unbelievable
that I live so remotely but
I have some of the fastest
internet in the country,” he
says.

STORY 3 - UPDATED: Superfast broadband
rollout continues throughout pandemic
Despite the national
lockdown, the Superfast Essex
programme has continued to
roll out fibre broadband to
the residents of Essex.
To date, more than 140,000
homes and businesses
countywide have been
enabled access to broadband
speeds of 30Mbps and above.
This includes more than
7,400 addresses which can
access broadband speeds
up to 900Mbps, thanks to
Gigaclear’s full fibre work as
part of the Superfast Essex
programme. A further 4,000
homes and businesses are
set to benefit as the rollout
continues.
Openreach’s Phase 3 and 4
work with Superfast Essex has
also reached 11,700 addresses
in Essex, with more in plans
for superfast and ultrafast
speeds over the coming
months.
But as the deployment
progresses and the
programme continues to
target rural, hard-to-reach
locations in Essex which
otherwise wouldn’t be
upgraded to fibre broadband,
the network build is becoming
increasingly complex. As
a result, both operators
are having to incorporate
additional time to address
unexpected challenges in their
build schedule.
Gigaclear has informed
Superfast Essex that the
full fibre rollout in parts of
the Braintree, Colchester

and Epping Forest districts
will now take longer than
planned to complete, with
some addresses due to be
connected by March 2022.
Please note that the majority
of homes and businesses
won’t be affected by this
change and will still be able to
access full fibre by the end of
December 2021 as previously
planned.
Openreach is also
experiencing some delays to
its Phase 3 and 4a contracts,
due to time needed to
arrange traffic management
and road closures, difficulty
in obtaining wayleaves,
and Covid-19 restrictions. In
addition, the completion date
of Openreach’s 4b contract is
currently under review.
The Superfast Essex
interactive map has been
updated with estimated
completion dates for the
ongoing work and is being
monitored on a weekly
basis. To check the map and
find out more, visit www.
superfastessex.org/maps
If work is planned in your
area as part of the Gigaclear
network build, you can
register to receive updates
directly from Gigaclear via
the postcode checker: www.
gigaclear.com/superfastessex
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he had to apply for extra
funding from his university
to make up for the time he
lost.

If work is planned in your
area as part of the Openreach
network build, you can
register to receive updates
directly from Openreach via
the postcode checker:
www.openreach.com
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ACTS OF KINDNESS: When Times are Tough
United in Kind (UiK) coaches
were very busy during the
lockdowns, despite not being
able to carry out many of their
normal tasks.
At a time when the United
in Kind movement was gaining
momentum and the United
in Kind coaches were getting
involved in supporting more
and more people and local
communities, a lockdown was
announced to help prevent the
spread of the Covid -19 virus.
Unfortunately many great ideas
had to be put on hold and
local support networks; groups,
clubs and connections were all
affected by the lockdown and
had to wait to reopen.
However, some groups and
clubs did continue by moving to
virtual platforms when able to,
such as virtual coffee mornings
or meet ups, exercise classes
or cooking lessons, but like so
many others the coaches could
not wait to get back out into
the communities helping to
tackle social isolation.
The coaches, as all of us, had
to adjust to home schooling,
working away from their team
and also the communities
in which they were building
relationships and supporting.
The need was still there for
kindness and the coaches

Uik - Hug in a shrug

turned their attention to how
they could support communities
and individuals during the
lockdowns.
All the coaches have different
strengths and all the areas
had different needs, so it
certainly was not a one size
fits all approach. Many coaches
supported the recruitment
of volunteers into the Essex
Welfare Service, a project that
saw thousands of volunteers
sign up to support local people
with shopping, medication
collections and even dog
walking. Some joined local
community response groups
or online response networks
and all supported Community
Agents Essex, who saw
enquiries and requests for help
double overnight.
After the initial phase,
coaches began to think about
how they could support those

Uik Tendring - Gifts

Uik Uttlesford - Hearts

in the community who wanted
to do even more, or just do
something as a one-off act of
kindness. There was so much
goodwill and coaches were
being asked how people could
do something, that they began
to think about how acts of
kindness could be carried out
safely for all involved and that
is where the idea of kindness
packs came from.
This kindness didn’t stop with
packs, but cards, drawings,
poems and even knitted

Uik - Xmas Parcels

blankets and hearts were
made by so many kind people.
Toiletries and food were
donated, pictures drawn by
children and the end result
saw thousands of acts of
kindness given from around
the county. A hug in a shrug
went from strength to strength
(where a blanket was knitted
or crocheted and donated to
someone who could benefit
from a much needed hug).
Coaches are always looking
for ways to support local
initiatives and acts of kindness,
so if you would like to find
out more, please contact your
local coach, visit your preferred
social media platform or United
in Kind Website
www.unitedinkind.org.uk

www.unitedinkind.org.uk #unitedinkind
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99% Dust Free Restorations
Excellent Service With Trusted Results.
Restoring Floors Since 1989
Fully Insured. Clean & Tidy Installations

“At Lee Chapel Floors, we are inspired by
the transformation a room undergoes
when having a new floor. Founded in 1989
we have many years experience working in
the education and public sectors - Restoring
school and village halls accross the country.
We treat all of our clients with the same care
and commitment and personalise each
project to the customer’s requirements”
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National Village Hall Survey
reveals some surprising results….
Village and community halls in England, including those in Essex, offer extensive
economic and social benefits to rural communities, a report from ACRE has
revealed.
Just before lockdown 2,109 halls took part in the National Village Halls Survey
2020 which included responses from 64 village and community halls in Essex. The
results provide a detailed snapshot of the operations and management of community buildings across
the country and some interesting and surprising facts are revealed.

80% of respondents knew someone whose lives have changed
for the better as a result of joining activities at their local hall
The survey found that village halls make a significant contribution to the
economy.
• An estimated 50,000 people were identified as earning a living
connected to the use of these community buildings, from Pilates and
Yoga teachers to people running dog training classes. A further 4,500
people are employed as cleaners, caretakers and managers.
• Nearly half of all halls serve as a venue for private parties, and a
quarter host weddings; events which provide commercial opportunities
for local businesses.
• One in ten is also home to community businesses; enterprises which are owned and run by
residents for local community benefit, such as shops, cafes, and post offices.
• Additionally, 70% of respondents had undertaken improvement work, extensions, or new halls
in the last five years, contributing well over £46 million to the UK economy. Local builders were
often used.
Village halls also offer
extensive social and cultural
benefits which have come to
the fore during this past year
and make the work of village
halls particularly important. An
astonishing 60% of respondents
stated that their halls are the
only meeting place for their
community, with activities
such as coffee mornings and
luncheon clubs helping to
address loneliness among
vulnerable groups.
Those living in rural areas
are at heightened risk of
social isolation, which can
lead to poor health, loss of
independence and lower quality
of life, according to the Local
Government Association.
Volunteers also play
an important function in
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maintaining the buildings,
carrying out small repairs,
maintenance and checks within
94% of respondent halls. Two
out of five have volunteer
caretakers or handypersons.
This involvement generates
considerable wellbeing benefit
for those who take part.
It is only through the
commitment and generosity
of 10s of 1,0000s of volunteers
who help run halls and the
activities within them that
we create the multiple social
and economic benefits which
these halls deliver for their
communities.
The major problem reported
was still the difficulty recruiting
new volunteers. With more
people now working from
home and our lives more

locally focused it is hoped a
new generation of volunteers
will step forward in every
community and stimulate
renewed interest in the work
of and activities at community
halls.
Deborah Clarke, Rural
Evidence & Village Halls
Manager, commented: “The
report demonstrates the huge
economic and social benefits
that village halls in England
provide. ACRE is extremely
grateful to the 2,109 volunteers
who kindly took part in this
survey.”
A copy of the report is
available to download from
the Members area:
https://www.essexrcc.org.uk/

Community Agents

Nick Shuttleworth

District/Borough

Executive Director
nick.shuttleworth@essexrcc.org.uk

Basildon/Billericay

Tracy Rolph
Helen Woodhall
Yvonne Weaver

Braintree

Chivonne Clayton
Lydia Howat
Donna Reilly

Laura Atkinson

*Brentwood

Ben Lacey

Rural Housing Enabler & Community Led
Housing Advisor
laura.atkinson@essexrcc.org.uk

*Castle Point

Anna Cundall
Jennifer Mason

Chelmsford

John Peart
Nicky Carnaby
Felicity Chapman
Sarah Kaya

Colchester

Steve Wilkins

Epping

Martine Wartnaby
Debbie Bailey-Smith

*Harlow

Margaret Carter
Laura Parr
Jo Taylor

Maldon

Kelly Combs
Su Angelico
Sarah Kaya

*Rochford

Janet McKay
Marion Buffett

Tendring

Steve Wilkins
Dawn Bostock
Nicky Percival

Uttlesford

Donna Reilly
Chivonne Claydon

Sarah Sapsford
Community Engagement & Services Manager
sarah.sapsford@essexrcc.org.uk

Agents

Sally Austin
Community Agents Essex Service Co-ordinator
sally.austin@caessex.org.uk

Michelle Gardiner
Community Engagement Officer
michelle.gardiner@essexrcc.org.uk

Sue Gibson
Village Halls and Community Buildings Adviser
sue.gibson@essexrcc.org.uk

Neil Harper
Rural Housing & Community
Engagement Officer
neil.harper@essexrcc.org.uk

Louise Mattinson
Community Agents Essex Administration
Officer
louise.mattinson@caessex.org.uk

Lizzie Rose
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RCCE Contacts

Partnerships and Promotions Officer
elizabeth.rose@essexrcc.org.uk

Service Co-ordinators

Laura Stacey

*Epping, Harlow, Brentwood
Charlotte
		Parker-Scheffels

Community Agents Essex Service Co-ordinator
laura.stacey@caessex.org.uk

Jan Stobart
Community Engagement Officer
jan.stobart@essexrcc.org.uk

Sara Ward

Colchester, Maldon, Tendring

Laura Stacey

*Basildon. Castle Point, Rochford Nicola Fawcett
Uttlesford, Braintree, Chelmsford Sally Austin

*Community Agents employed by British Red Cross.
All other Agents directly employed by RCCE.

Administrator
sara.ward@essexrcc.org.uk
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Rural Community Council of Essex (RCCE)
Threshelfords Business Park,
lnworth Road,
Feering, Essex COS 9SE
Tel: 01376 574330
Email: enquiries@essexrcc.org.uk
Website: www.essexrcc.org.uk
Registered Charity No. 1097009 - Company Limited by Guarantee - Registered No. 4609624

“To provide local communities with the skills,
resources and expertise necessary to achieve
a thriving and sustainable future”

